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AT A GLANCE 

 

KEY MEDISANA GROUP FIGURES (IFRS) 

 

(in € million)    2012   2011 

    01/01/-30/06/  01/01/-30/06 

 

Sales revenue    17.2   22.5 

Gross profit/loss    5.2   5.2 

EBIT    -1.3   -0.5 
Result for the period    -1.7   -1.0 

Staff (as of the reporting date)    133   797  

 

Sales revenues by region 

 

in T€     30/06/2012  30/06/2011 

 

Germany    10,637   10,796 

Rest of Europe    4,885   5,938  

Rest of World     1,688   5,814 
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THE MEDISANA GROUP  
MEDISANA AG has operated for more than 30 years in the home healthcare segment, and 

has successfully positioned itself over this period as an innovative provider of its own brands 

and of a broad product range. The company develops, produces and sells premium products 

for end-consumers. 

 

The portfolio comprises the MEDISANA, Promed, Lightwave, Happy Life, Ecomed and 

VitaDock brands, and is offered to consumers through various sales channels while 

maintaining strict quality standards. These products serve customers' well-being and health 

in the four groups of Health Control (blood measurement devices, fever thermometers, body 

scales), Home Therapy (pain therapy, aroma diffusers), Personal Care (hand and foot care 

products, depilation, body toning), and Wellness (comfort heating pads, shiatsu massage 

seats).  

 

With these product groups, MEDISANA AG helps customers to lead health-conscious lives. 

The company aims to meet the highest quality requirements throughout the entirety of its 

product range. Its products carry no side-effects of any kind, boast pleasant designs, and are 

easy to use. Trade partners also benefit from the products' quality in combination with 

service, advice and extensive know-how.   For some time, MEDISANA AG has also been 

making greater investments in expanding capacities to launch the VitaDock series (mobile 

healthcare measurement devices based on smart phones), which are regarded as a 

groundbreaking development in mobile healthcare. 

 

MEDISANA is an internationally positioned group, which, besides its Group headquarters in 

Neuss, Germany, operates further corporate sites that serve lucrative foreign markets. A 

constant increase in internationalisation forms a key building block of the company's 

strategy which is aimed primarily at international growth, related economies of scale, and 

the extensive market launch of the new mobile health measurement instruments. A further 

important component of the strategy is highlighted particularly on the basis of the new 

healthcare measurement devices: the aim is to achieve innovation leadership within the 

sector by means of high quality standards and the developmental integration of new 

technologies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



MEDISANA GROUP – AWARDS FOR THE INNOVATIONS OF THE VITADOCK® 

MOBILE HEALTH SERIES 

 

• "IT INNOVATION PRIZE 2012", SECOND PRIZE IN THE EU SME HEALTH COMPETITION 

AND   

• "HEALTH MEDIA AWARD" FOR MOBILE HEALTH MANAGEMENT MODULES  

• ADJUSTED HALF-YEARLY SALES REVENUE OF € 17.2 MILLION AT PREVIOUS YEAR'S 

LEVEL 

• GROSS PROFIT MARGIN UP SIGNIFICANTLY FROM 23 PERCENT TO 30 PERCENT 

• CONSOLIDATED EARNINGS BEFORE INTEREST AND TAX AT € -1.3 MILLION  

           (PREVIOUS YEAR: € -0.5 MILLION) 



FOREWORD BY THE MANAGEMENT BOARD 
 

Dear shareholders, 

dear staff members and friends of MEDISANA AG, 

 

Eventful months lie behind us. We successfully placed a large number of new products in a 

market that lives from, and is driven by, innovations. Particularly in the Mobile Health 

segment, we caused a stir with our VitaDock® series. These mobile health measurement 

devices enable the monitoring of the most important vital functions such as blood sugar, 

body temperature, blood pressure and body weight by iPhone®, iPod touch® or iPad®. The 

VitaDock® family makes users' lives easier because vital data are available anywhere at any 

time, providing individual feedback after each measurement. The data remain on the 

respective device, and are consequently secure. In this context, we have generated an 

additional benefit and added value of which we are proud. 

 

The specialist medical world shares our enthusiasm. VitaDock® has already received three 

awards in 2012: in March, the "IT Innovation Prize 2012" from the German Medium-Sized 

Companies Initiative at the CeBIT trade fair, in May, second prize in the EU SME eHealth 

Competition, and in July, the "Health Media Award", which recognises top achievements in 

the healthcare communications area. Our new products' share of sales revenue already lies 

in the double-digit percentage range, and this trend is on the up. 

 

The mobile healthcare market offers enormous development opportunities for MEDISANA. 

We have positioned ourselves successfully as a pioneer in this context. An analysis produced 

by management consultants at PricewaterhouseCoopers forecasts high growth rates, 

bearing us out in our commitment to, and investment in, this area. These experts anticipate 

global market volumes of US$ 4.5 billion next year, and even an increase to US$ 23.0 billion 

by 2017. MEDISANA will consistently further pursue the course that it has adopted in this 

lucrative market. The sales launch of the "Smart Baby Monitor" in the third quarter, a new 

baby camera which transfers images via LAN and WLAN directly to iPhone®, iPad®, iPod 

touch®, and Mac® or PC, and the launch of VitaDock Cloud in the fourth quarter, which saves 

vital data independently of end-devices, represent further important steps in the 

implementation of our strategy.  

 

We also scored innovations in MEDISANA's core business, the sale of traditional healthcare 

products. MEDISANA presented its new Ecomed product line in March, which is specially 

oriented to the needs of price-conscious consumers. Two Ecomed products have already 

been launched very successfully on the market. The product range will be expanded this year 

to include further articles from the massage, soft heat and health control areas, including 

blood pressure measurement devices and fever thermometers, as well as massage seats and 

massage cushions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



We generated € 17.2 million of sales revenue in the first half of 2012, and we are thereby at 

the previous year's level after deducting the revenue share of our former subsidiary Gimelli 

Laboratories Co., Ltd. (Gimelli). The quality of our sales revenue has clearly risen, however. 

We have cut our cost of sales by seven percentage points to 70 percent due to the resale of 

Gimelli and the new products' higher margins. We anticipate positive impulses in the second 

half of year, particularly in the traditionally strong fourth quarter.  

 

 

 

Kind regards 

 

 

Ralf Lindner   Marco Getz    Dr. Heinrich Komesker 

Management Board  Management Board    Management Board  

 

 



MEDISANA STOCK 

 

A constant flow of news about the euro debt crisis, and weak economic growth, continued 

to foster uncertainty on equity markets in the first half of 2012.

expectations declined; at the end of the first half of year, the Ifo business climate index fell 

more sharply than anticipated.

in the first half year, closing at 6,416 points. The Prime Pharma &

relevant for MEDISANA AG, appreciated by 11

2012. 

 

The MEDISANA share price registered a very positive trend in the first half of 2012, rising by 

27 percent over the period under review to 

 

 

Price performance of the 

 

 
 

 

A constant flow of news about the euro debt crisis, and weak economic growth, continued 

uncertainty on equity markets in the first half of 2012. German companies'

expectations declined; at the end of the first half of year, the Ifo business climate index fell 

more sharply than anticipated. The DAX equities index nevertheless gained around 6

in the first half year, closing at 6,416 points. The Prime Pharma & Healthcare Index, which is 

, appreciated by 11 percent to reach 2,253 points on June 30, 

share price registered a very positive trend in the first half of 2012, rising by 

over the period under review to € 2.25.  

Price performance of the MEDISANA share from January 1, 2012 until June 30, 2012 

(indexed) 

A constant flow of news about the euro debt crisis, and weak economic growth, continued 

German companies' 

expectations declined; at the end of the first half of year, the Ifo business climate index fell 

The DAX equities index nevertheless gained around 6 percent 

Healthcare Index, which is 

to reach 2,253 points on June 30, 

share price registered a very positive trend in the first half of 2012, rising by 

share from January 1, 2012 until June 30, 2012 

 



KEY DATA FOR THE MEDISANA SHARE AS OF JUNE 30, 2012
 

ISIN / WKN DE0005492540 / 549 254

Ticker symbol MHH 

Stock market 

segment 
Regulated Market (General Standard)

Stock exchanges XETRA, Frankfurt, Berlin, Düsseldorf, Hamburg, Munich, Stuttgart

Designated Sponsor Lang & Schwarz Broker GmbH

 

Glossar 

Eigene Aktien = treasury shares

Free Float = Free float 

 

MEDISANA QUARTERLY SHARE PRICE PERFORMANCE (EUR)

 

 

High 

Low 

Price at quarter-end 

Number of shares (capital stock) 

Market capitalisation in EUR 

million  

Average daily turnover in 

number of shares (XETRA)  

EPS (earnings per share) 
 

 

 

 

9,63%

9,09%

36,06%

KEY DATA FOR THE MEDISANA SHARE AS OF JUNE 30, 2012 

DE0005492540 / 549 254 

Regulated Market (General Standard) 

XETRA, Frankfurt, Berlin, Düsseldorf, Hamburg, Munich, Stuttgart

Lang & Schwarz Broker GmbH 

Eigene Aktien = treasury shares 

MEDISANA QUARTERLY SHARE PRICE PERFORMANCE (EUR) 

  2012  

 Q2 Q1 Q4 

2.70 2.25 2.10 

2.04 1.77 1.36 

2.25 2.10 1.94 

 8,430,327 8,430,327 8,430,327 7,664

18.97 17.70 16.35 

3,148 2,952 2,480 

-0.17 -0.05 0.33 

26,31%

0,42%

7,47%

11,03%

Cedar Holdings GmbH

Ralf Lindner

Medisana AG (Eigene Aktien)

Raptor Beteiligungsgesellschaft 

mbH

Pacific Century Investments 

Limited

Suberb Wealth Investment Limited

Free Float

XETRA, Frankfurt, Berlin, Düsseldorf, Hamburg, Munich, Stuttgart  

 

 2011 

Q3 Q2 

2.17 2.90 

1.74 1.93 

1.75 2.06 

664,327 7,664,327 

13.41 14.49 

2,281 1,917 

-0.23 -0.06 

Medisana AG (Eigene Aktien)

Raptor Beteiligungsgesellschaft 

Pacific Century Investments 

Suberb Wealth Investment Limited
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INTERIM MANAGEMENT REPORT 

 

I. PRESENTATION OF BUSINESS PROGRESS 

 

SECTOR AND MACROECONOMIC TRENDS 

Developments in the Eurozone are placing a brake on growth in Germany. The economic 

barometer of the German Institute for Economic Research (DIW Berlin) from July 2012 now 

forecasts only weak gross domestic product growth of 0.3 percent for the third quarter. 

Germany is unable to decouple from the weak trend in the Eurozone. The general 

reinvigoration of the global economy, driven by expansion in developing and emerging 

economies, as well as rising domestic demand, nevertheless favours growth in Germany. 

The healthcare market remains one of Germany's largest economic sectors, and also one of 

its most promising growth segments. The healthcare segment is traditionally characterised 

by short innovation cycles, and a high level of labour intensity.  

 

A total of € 287 billion was spent on health in Germany in 2010. This represents an increase 

of € 8.9 billion, or 3.2 percent, compared with 2009, according to data provided by the 

German Federal Statistical Office (Destatis). Spending per citizen amounted to around 

€ 3,510 as a consequence (2009: € 3,400). Healthcare spending accounted for 11.6 percent 

of gross domestic product, compared with 11.7 percent in the previous year. The slight 

decline in this indicator is attributable to the strong increase in economic output following 

the 2009 crisis year. Healthcare spending growth in 2010 approximately corresponds to the 

average annual growth of 3.0 percent registered between 2000 and 2009. Due to a large 

number of factors, this growth dynamism will also not diminish in the future, according to 

expert opinion within the sector. For example, the lifestyle disease diabetes is spreading 

faster around the world. Estimates produced by the International Diabetes Federation (IDF) 

assume 366 million people with diabetes worldwide, and a rising trend. Demographic ageing 

also plays a critical role as a driver of healthcare costs. Privately-funded spending currently 

accounts for a 26 percent share, with this share set to become more prominent in the 

future, according to a long-term study produced by Berenberg Bank and the Hamburg Global 

Economic Institute (HWWI). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



BUSINESS RESULT 

MEDISANA AG generated € 17.2 million of sales revenues in the first half of 2012 (previous 

year: € 22.5 million). This decline is primarily attributable to the resale of Gimelli 

Laboratories Inc., Hong Kong, at the end of 2011. The previous years' level would have 

almost been reached when excluding Gimelli from consolidated sales revenues.  

 

 
 Glossar 

Umsatz Gimelli = Gimelli sales revenue 

Umsatz ohne Gimelli = Sales revenue excluding Gimelli 

 

Somewhat restrained demand is also observable due to current economic developments on 

relevant markets in Germany, Europe and the rest of the world. Sales trends in the promising 

Mobile Health area are also developing pleasingly. Here, our new products' share of sales 

revenues already lies in the double-digit percentage range, and the trend is up.  

 

Gross profit of € 5.2 million was at the previous year's level. The gross profit margin 

registered a sharp improvement from 23 percent to 30 percent. This is mainly due to the 

resale of Gimelli, and the cost structure of newly-developed products. This improvement is 

evidence of the success of our reorientation. Costs for purchasing & stockkeeping, sales & 

marketing, and administration were at the previous year's level. Other operating income 

nevertheless stood at € 0.3 million, compared with € 1.4 million in the previous period 

(mainly due to a special one-off effect of € 1.0 million). As a consequence, operating 

earnings before interest and tax (EBIT) worsened from € -0.5 million in the previous year to 

€ -1.3 million in the first half of 2012.  

 

The net financial result improved from € -0.4 million to € -0.3 million. Earnings before 

income taxes (EBT) fell, as did net profit (to € -1.7 million; previous year: € -1.0 million).  
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II. PRESENTATION OF SITUATION 

 

NET ASSETS AND FINANCIAL POSITION 

Compared with December 31, 2011, total assets were down by 16% from € 32.5 million to 

€ 27.2 million. Equity stood at € 9.2 million, reflecting a 16% reduction. The equity ratio was 

constant at 34%.  

 

On the assets side of the balance sheet, non-current assets were down by 4% to € 5.3 million 

(December 31, 2011: € 5.5 million), with intangible assets falling from € 3.2 million to € 3.1 

million, and tangible assets reducing from € 0.9 million to € 0.8 million. Current assets were 

down by € 5.1 million to € 21.9 million as of June 30, 2012. This decline was mainly due to a 

reduction in financial assets from € 2.7 million to € 1.1 million, and a € 1.9 million cut in 

trade receivables to € 6.6 million. Liquid assets were down by 43% to € 1.6 million 

(December 31, 2011: € 2.8 million).  

 

On the equity and liabilities side of the balance sheet, non-current liabilities were almost 

constant at € 6.2 million (December 31, 2011: € 6.1 million), while current liabilities fell by 

around 24% to € 11.8 million (December 31, 2011: € 15.4 million). In particular, trade 

payables reduced to € 6.0 million (December 31, 2011: € 9.9 million).  

 

Especially due to a € 4.8 million reduction in liabilities (previous year: € 1.6 million), cash 

flow from operating activities worsened from € 0.5 million in the previous year to € -2.4 

million. The company's financial position is in order, and the company's solvency was 

ensured at all times. 

 

EMPLOYEES 

A total of 133 staff members were employed within the MEDISANA Group as of June 30, 

2012 (previous year: 797). This decline is predominantly attributable to the resale of Gimelli.  

 

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

New and innovative healthcare prevention approaches represent the only possibility to 

differentiate the company from its competitors in the future, and consequently participate 

in this segment's growth. This includes not only new development work, but also the 

optimisation of existing products and production steps. MEDISANA AG has exhibited a high 

degree of innovative strength in recent years, and plans to continue focusing considerable 

capacities on its research and development area.  

 

Various promising innovations are currently at the market launch stage. Of particular note in 

this context are cooperation ventures outside what has been the direct sector environment 

to date, in order to tap new sales channels. Not least, MEDISANA AG provides proof of its 

great innovative strength through the awards that it has won in the mobile health area.  

 

 

  



COMPOSITION OF MANAGEMENT AND SUPERVISORY BOARDS 

With a resolution by the AGM of June 26, 2012, Dr. Michael Regniet was elected to the 

Supervisory Board of MEDISANA. Mr. Heinz-Peter J. Specht stepped down from the 

Supervisory Board on the same date. Dr. Matthias Hartz was elected to be the new Deputy 

Chairman of the Supervisory Board on June 26, 2012. 

There were otherwise no changes to the composition of the Management and Supervisory 

boards in the first half of 2012.  

 

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS AFTER JUNE 30, 2012 

No special events were reported between June 30, 2012 and the editorial conclusion of this 

report. 

 

III. RISK REPORT  

There has been no change in the risk structure compared with that presented in the 

consolidated financial statements as of December 31, 2011. Detailed information can be 

found in the 2011 MEDISANA annual report on pages 41 to 46. On the basis of information 

currently available, the Management Board of MEDISANA AG is assuming that both currently 

and in the foreseeable future there are no key individual risks above and beyond those 

identified in the last set of consolidated financial statements. In the assessment of the 

Management Board, neither individual risks nor the total sum of individual risks jeopardise 

the MEDISANA Group as a going concern. 

 

IV. PROSPECTIVE TRENDS WITH NOTES ON KEY OPPORTUNITIES AND RISKS 

FOR FUTURE BUSINESS PROGRESS 

Economic forecasts for 2012 remain cautious over the course of the year. The International 

Monetary Fund (IMF) cut its global growth forecast – citing the European debt crisis and the 

US budget deadlock as the main reasons. The IMF also assumes that growth in emerging 

economies such as China, India and Brazil will be weaker than expected. The experts 

anticipate around 3.5% growth worldwide in 2012, around 0.1 percentage points less than 
assumed to date. The IMF forecast 3.8% growth in 2013, compared with 4.1% previously. 

In Europe, the IMF is primarily concerned by rising political and economic uncertainty in 

Greece, as well as the problems of banks in Spain, and the question as to the extent to which 

the partners of highly indebted countries will be prepared to stand by them. The IMF held its 

Eurozone forecasts for this year stable at -0.3%. For Germany, the IMF assumes 1.0% gross 
domestic product (GDP) growth, having previously forecast 0.6% growth as recently as April.  

The budget deadlock between Republicans and Democrats in the US Congress prompted the 

IMF to downgrade its forecast for the USA, which it had upgraded as recently as April. US 

GDP is set to grow by 2.0% this year, 0.1 percentage points less than forecast in April, and by 
2.3% next year – also 0.1 percentage points lower. 

General currency exchange-rate risks are increasing given the growing uncertainties 
regarding future currency exchange-rate trends.  

The healthcare market has registered annual growth rates of around 3% since 2000. Studies 

and experts assume no weakening in the future. This is due to demographic developments, 



individual developments in the worldwide healthcare sector, and a large number of further 

factors.  

 

MEDISANA AG generated € 17.2 million of sales revenue in the first half of 2012, 

approximately at the previous year's level. The resale of Gimelli provided relief on the cost 

side, while this former subsidiary's production capacities remain available, and consequently 

also the related benefits of scale in manufacturing.  

 

Overall, the Management Board anticipates growing sales revenues for the 2012 financial 

year – assuming positive currency exchange-rate and global economic trends.  

 

 

 

Neuss, August 13, 2012 

 

Ralf Lindner    Marco Getz   Dr. Heinrich Komesker 

Management Board    Management Board  Management Board  
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CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET    

    

in EUR 30/06/2012 31/12/2011 30/06/2011 

ASSETS    

Non-current assets 5,252,419 

 

5,480,730 10,109,855 

Intangible assets 3,095,362 3,164,385 6,985,207 

Tangible assets 845,461 901,818 1,605,432 

Non-current receivables 56,801 190,229 247,294 

Deferred tax assets 1,254,795 1,224,298 1,271,922 

    

Current assets 21,906,587 27,021,078 26,261,024 

Inventories 11,898,095 11,922,516 14,700,193 

Financial assets 1,120,613 2,719,214 684,559 

Trade receivables 6,584,534 8,499,782 6,751,788 

Miscellaneous receivables and other assets  710,026 1,071,619 3,021,693 

Liquid assets 1,593,319 2,807,947 1,102,791 

    

Total assets 27,159,006 32,501,808 36,370,879 

    

LIABILITIES AND SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY    

Equity 9,200,235 10,946,933 9,702,358 

Capital stock 7,800,327 7,800,327 7,664,327 

Capital reserves 27,903,412 27,903,412 25,846,256 

Balancing item for currency conversion -425,213 -425,213 -146,732 

Retained earnings -24,872,698 -24,502,267 -24,027,710 

Net profit/loss for the year -1,710,220 -370,431 -970,154 

Minority interests 504,627 541,105 1,336,371 

    

Non-current liabilities 6,176,763 6,147,733 4,149,721 

Pension provisions 108,477 108,477 124,854 

Deferred tax liabilities 998,312 997,656 918,493 

Other provisions 69,974 41,600 31,374 

Non-current financial liabilities 5,000,000 5,000,000 3,075,000 

    

Current liabilities 11,782,008 15,407,142 22,518,800 

Pension provisions 18,407 18,407 6,136 

Effective income taxes 2,355 22,070 68,657 

Other provisions 1,482,513 1,545,577 1,313,793 

Current financial liabilities 3,500,556 2,193,893 9,364,005 

Trade payables 6,003,332 9,941,273 10,447,532 

Miscellaneous liabilities 774,844 1,685,923 1,318,677 

    

Total shareholders' equity and liabilities 27,159,006 32,501,808 36,370,879 
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF INCOME    

    01/01/2012  01/01/2011 

in EUR    -30/06/2012  -30/06/2011 

       

       

       

Sales revenue    17,209,991  22,548,273 

Cost of sales   -11,987,914  -17,312,512 

Gross profit/loss    5,222,078  5,235,761 

       

Purchasing & stockkeeping   -1.248.656  -1,320,716 

Sales & marketing   -3,113,200  -3,315,871 

Administration    -2,506,042  -2,496,023 

Other operating expenses/income  300,431  1,367,962 

Goodwill amortisation  0  0 

       

EBIT    -1,345,389  -528,887 

       

Net financial 

result    -306,598  -448,967 

    

       

       

Earnings before income taxes (EBT)  -1,651,986  -977,854 

       

Income taxes    -94,711  -66,612 

       

Profit/loss for the period including minority interests -1.746.698  -1,044,466 

Minority interests   -36,478  74,312 

       

Result for the period   -1,710,220  -970,154 

       

Earnings per share -0.22  -0.13 
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CONSOLIDATED CASH FLOW STATEMENT 

 
    01/01/2012 01/01/2011 

    -30/06/2012 -30/06/2011 

in EUR      

      

      

Profit/loss for the year   -1,710,220 -970,154 

Depreciation/amortisation   301,031 267,055 

Other cash-effective expenses/income -314,046 -301,121 

Net interest result excluding deferred tax  306,598 375,433 

Change in inventories   24,421 -1,919,626 

Changes in receivables, liabilities   

(excluding financial liabilities)   3,875,442 4,868,188 

Liabilities -4,849,019 -1,616,351 

Change in tax assets/liabilities -19,715 66,780 

Change in provisions  -63,064 -305,781 

      

Cash outflow from operating activities -2,448,571 464,421 

      

Investments in fixed assets excluding acquisition of shares -72,720 -30,237 

      

Cash inflow from investing activities  -72,720 -30,237 

      

Current financial liabilities  -55,503 -2,910,972 

Non-current financial liabilities  0 -25,000 

      

Cash flow from investing activities -55,503 -2,935,972 

      

Cash-effective change in cash and cash equivalents -2,576,794 -2,501,789 

      

      

Cash and cash equivalents as of 

January 1   1,638,947 3,604,580 

      

      

Cash and cash equivalents as of June 

30   -937,848 1,102,791 
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GROUP SEGMENTAL REPORTING BY REGIONS 

 

Segments           

 

Statement of 

income  

 

External sales 

 

Inter-segment  

sales revenue 

 

Segment sales 

revenue 

 

Depreciation/ 

amortisation 

 

Segment 

earnings/EBIT 

                

                                           

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Germany Rest of Europe Rest of World Consolidation Group 

30/06/11 30/06/12 30/06/11 30/06/12 30/06/11 30/06/12 30/06/11 30/06/12 30/06/11 30/06/12 

 

 

10,796 

 

4,459 

 

 

15,254 

 

 

195 

 

 

-21 

 

 

10,637 

 

5,465 

 

 

16,102 

 

 

247 

 

 

-1,578 

 

 

5,938 

 

339 

 

 

6,277 

 

 

58 

 

 

-528 

 

 

4,885 

 

333 

 

 

5,218 

 

 

53 

 

 

37 

 

 

5,814 

 

2,110 

 

 

7,924 

 

 

14 

 

 

82 

 

 

1,688 

 

2,535 

 

 

4,223 

 

 

1 

 

 

197 

 

 

 

 

-6,907 

 

 

-6,907 

 

 

 

 

 

-61 

 

 

 

 

-8,333 

 

 

-8,333 

 

 

 

 

 

22,548 

 

0 

 

 

22,548 

 

 

267 

 

 

-528 

 

 

17,210 

 

0 

 

 

17,210 

 

 

301 

 

 

-1,345 
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

 

ACCOUNTING METHODS 

These interim financial statements as of June 30, 2012 were prepared according to International 

Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). They were prepared according to the same accounting methods 

on which the previous consolidated financial statements as of December 31, 2011 were based. 

 

REPORTING PERIOD, AUDITOR'S REVIEW 

This interim report was prepared as of June 30, 2012 for the period between January 1, 2012 and 

June 30, 2012. Neither the interim financial statements nor the interim management report were 

audited according to Section 317 of the German Commercial Code (HGB) or subjected to an auditor's 

review. 

 

SCOPE OF CONSOLIDATION 

Besides MEDISANA AG, all German and foreign subsidiaries where MEDISANA AG either directly or 

indirectly controls the majority of the voting rights were included in the scope of consolidation. 

 

The scope of consolidation consists of: 

 

MEDISANA AG, Neuss (Germany) 

MEDISANA Benelux NV, Kerkrade (Netherlands) 

MEDISANA Healthcare UK Ltd., London (United Kingdom) 

MEDISANA Healthcare, S.L., Barcelona (Spain) 

- Royal Appliance España S.L.; Madrid (Spain)**** 

MEDISANA Hellas Ltd., Heraklion (Greece) 

- MEDISANA Saglik Ürünleri Ltd.; Istanbul (Turkey)*** 

MEDISANA Far East, Hong Kong (China) 

- MEDISANA Trading (Shenzhen) Ltd. Shenzhen (China) ** 

MEDISANA USA, Inc., Charlotte/North Carolina (USA) 

MEDISANA Space Technologies GmbH, Düsseldorf (Germany) 

000 MEDISANA RUS, Moscow (Russia) 

Promed GmbH kosmetische Erzeugnisse, Farchant (Germany) 

Nova Vertriebs- und Marketing GmbH, Oberau (Germany)* 

 

****indirect Group interest 66.6% 

***indirect Group interest 26.0% 

** indirect Group interest 51.0% 

* indirect Group interest 66.8%  



No changes occurred to the consolidation scope in the period between January 1, 2012 and June 30, 

2012. 

 

MANAGEMENT BOARD  

The company's Management Board consisted of three members as of June 30, 2012: 

 

Ralf Lindner Chairman of the Management Board (CEO) 

Marco Getz Management Board member 

Dr. Heinrich Komesker Management Board member  

 

SUPERVISORY BOARD  

The company's Supervisory Board also consisted of three members as of June 30, 2012: 

 

Thies G.J. Goldberg Chairman of the Supervisory Board  

Dr. Matthias Hartz Deputy Chairman of the Supervisory Board 

Dr. Michael Regniet Member of the Supervisory Board  

 

 

STOCK MARKET LISTING AND CAPITAL STOCK 

MEDISANA AG has been listed on the stock market since June 13, 2000. The company's capital stock 

amounts to € 8,430,327, and is split into 8,430,327 no-par ordinary shares.  Of these shares, 630,000 

comprise treasury shares held by MEDISANA AG. There are no known restrictions affecting either 

voting rights or the transferring of shares. 

With respect to notification thresholds pursuant to Sections 21 et seq. of the German Securities 

Trading Act (WpHG), MEDISANA AG's capital stock is distributed as follows as of June 30, 2012: 

Cedar Holdings GmbH    2,217,823 26.31 %  

Ralf Lindner     35,083  0.42 % 

Raptor Beteiligungsgesellschaft mbH  930,000 11.03 % 

Pacific Century Investments Limited  811,439 9.63 % 

Treasury shares     630,000 7.47 % 

Superb Wealth Investments Limited  766,000 9.09 % 

Free float     3,039,982 36.06 % 

 

EQUITY HOLDINGS REQUIRING MANDATORY REPORTING 

The company received two announcements concerning changes to equity holdings pursuant to 

Sections 21 et seq. of the German Securities Trading Act (WpHG) during the first six months of the 

2012 financial year. 

• published on January 4, 2012: Pacific Century Investments Ltd (fell below 15% and 10% and 

on the December 29, 2011 reporting date to 9.63%) and 

• published on January 24, 2012: Superb Wealth Investments Ltd (exceeded 3% and 5% and 

on the December 23, 2011 reporting date stood at 9.09%) 

 

RELATED PARTIES REPORT 

The Management Board Chairman of MEDISANA AG is also the Managing Director of Cedar Holdings 

GmbH, Neuss, Germany. MEDISANA AG has trade payables of T€ 1 as of the balance sheet date 

(previous year: T€ 1). 

Business relations between Cedar Holdings GmbH and MEDISANA AG occurred on market terms. 

 



The Management Board Chairman of MEDISANA AG is also the Managing Director of Stellar Products 

GmbH, Neuss, Germany. MEDISANA AG transacted revenue of T€ 14 with Stellar Products GmbH in 

the first half of 2012 (previous year: T€ 0). As of the balance sheet date, MEDISANA AG reported 

trade receivables of T€ 1 due from Stellar Products GmbH (previous year: T€ 0).  

 

The Management Board Chairman of MEDISANA AG is also the Managing Director of Domostar 

GmbH, Neuss, Germany. No goods and services transactions occurred between MEDISANA and 

Domostar GmbH in the first half of 2012 which resulted in revenue at MEDISANA AG (previous year: 

T€ 1,166). As of the balance sheet date, MEDISANA AG reported trade receivables of T€ 0 due from 

Domostar GmbH (previous year: T€ 0), as well as trade payables due to the same company in an 

amount of T€ 10 (previous year: T€ 14). 

Business relations between Domostar GmbH and MEDISANA AG occurred on market terms. 

 

There were no further relations with related parties that require reporting. The company is 

convinced that normal market terms were agreed in the case of all transactions. 

 

SEASONAL INFLUENCES 

Seasonally related fluctuations in the revenue, and consequently also the earnings, of MEDISANA AG 

occurred over the course of the year. In accordance with orders and shipments, the first quarter and, 

in particular, the fourth quarter of the respective financial year traditionally exhibit higher revenue 

figures. It is uncertain as to the extent to which the financial and economic crisis will affect this 

typically seasonal course of business in the future. 
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STATEMENT PURSUANT TO SECTION 37y NUMBER 1 OF THE GERMAN SECURITIES 

TRADING ACT (WpHG) 

We attest to the best of our knowledge that, according to generally accepted accounting principles 

for interim reporting, the interim consolidated financial statements give a fair representation of the 

Group's financial position and earnings situation. Moreover, in the interim Group annual report, the 

general business development, including the results, and the situation of the Group are depicted in 

such a way as to give a fair representation of the actual situation, as well as clearly detailing the 

essential opportunities and risks stemming from the forecasted development of the Group in the 

remainder of the financial year. 

 

Neuss, August 2012 

MEDISANA AG 

The Management Board 

 

FUTURE-ORIENTED STATEMENTS 

Forward-looking statements contain risks. This document contains future-oriented statements based 

on the current assumptions and forecasts of the Management Board of MEDISANA AG, and which 

reflect its current assumptions and estimates. These future-related statements are subject to risks 

and uncertainties. Various facts that are currently unknown or unforeseeable may mean that actual 

corporate and business trends, and consequently also the actual results and financial position of 

MEDISANA AG, result in differing outcomes. The Management Board is firmly convinced that the 

expectations of the prospective statements are valid and realistic. MEDISANA AG cannot guarantee 

that the expectations expressed prove correct, however, should unforeseen risks occur. 
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FINANCIAL CALENDAR 

November 19, 2012 Publication of the interim announcement for the third quarter of 2012 

 

ORDERING ANNUAL AND INTERIM REPORTS 

E-mail info@medisana.de 

Fax +49 (0) 2131-3668-5095 
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